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▪ Shipping is one of the lowest emission-intensive modes 

of transporting goods. However, shipping accounts for 

more than 80% of world trade and International 

shipping accounts for around 2.5% of global emissions.

▪ The maritime sector is experiencing increasing pressure 

to decarbonize its operations and to reduce emissions.

▪ The financial sector is the regulators’ most important 

tool in the green transition. 

▪ Banks have long experience with different types of risks,

however, the green transition also includes technology 

risk which will have to be shared between all 

stakeholders in the industry.

▪ Higher degree of transparency and reliable/comparable 

data will be key to better understand the risk.

Climate change hits both the maritime and financial sectors 
with full force - new opportunities arise
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IMO 2050 – How to get there?
Pathways for International Shipping’s CO2 emissions
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UN Global Compact 

Ocean Action 

Platform

- Partner / contributor

Grønt

Skipsfartsprogram

- Pilot “2 degree shipping”

NoGAPS

Nordic Green Ammonia 

Powered Ship project

- Partner / contributor

Responsible Ship 

Recycling Standards

- First non Dutch bank

Poseidon Principles
- One of three drafting banks

Getting to Zero 

Coalition
- The most important 

international cross-industry 

initiative

Task Force for Climate 

Related Financial 

Disclosure (TCFD)

- Pilot phase 1 and 2

DNB IS AN ACTIVE 

CONTRIBUTOR TO 

THE MARITIME 

ESG AGENDA

A global framework

for responsible ship finance



Tittel legges 
inn her

Purpose: Initial focus on decarbonization

How: Banks to measure and publicize climate 

alignment of shipping portfolios

Who: 22 shipping banks – DNB one of the

drafting banks

Effect: Energy emissions will become an 

important factor in capital allocation

PP have triggered new initiatives and projects on 

decarbonization
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Poseidon 
Principles

Poseidon Principles – a first of 
its kind banking initiative 



▪ Key regulations evolve around energy

efficiency and carbon intensity

▪ EEDI /eco vessels (in place since 2013)

▪ EEOI in EU MRV, AER/DCS in IMO (2019/2020)

▪ EEXI on existing ships (coming 2023)

▪ CII – carbon intensity (2023)

➢These are ALL variations of efficiency/ carbon intensity

➢ECONOMIC IMPACT! 

▪ Marketability of vessels, earnings poitential, values

▪ Therefore, key initiatives focus on the same

▪ Climate Bond Initiative, shipping guidance

▪ Poseidon Principles – AER focus

▪ Sea Cargo Charter – EEOI focus

Carbon intensity a key measure in shipping over the next
decade. Most relevant measure to link to finance.
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Today’s market standards for sustainable bonds and loans 

Our sustainable finance advisory services are always based on best market practice, including ICMA and LMA/LSTA Principles as well as 

EU’s evolving regulatory framework (the EU Taxonomy)

Sustainability 

Linked Bonds
Green 

Loans

Sustainability 

Linked Loans
Green, Social 

and Sustainability Bonds

Loans aligned with the LMA Green 

Loan Principles with proceeds 

earmarked for investments with 

environmental benefits

General corporate purpose loans 

aligned with the LMA Sustainability 

Linked Loan principles with loan 

margin linked to sustainability 

performance targets

General corporate purpose bonds  

aligned with the ICMA Sustainability 

Linked Bond Principles with coupon 

linked to sustainability performance 

targets

Bonds aligned with the ICMA Green 

and Social Bond Principles with 

proceeds earmarked for 

investments with environmental 

and/or social benefits

Proceeds are for general corporate purposesProceeds are earmarked for specific investments

The EU Taxonomy Regulation

Technical screening criteria for identifying environmentally sustainable 

economic activities, implementation 2020-2022 – a regulatory definition of 

“green”.

A selection of Second Opinion Providers



Norled

• NOK 622m electric ferry Green Term Loan, financing of 

four ferries to run on Hydrogen (1) and Electricity (3) 

• This is Norled’s first green and the first Norwegian ECA 

financing

• Further strenthening DNB’s position in the «green» 

transition of the Norwegian ferry market

Odfjell

• First sustainability-linked bond issue in the Nordics, and 

the first ever in shipping globally. 

• NOK850m bond Sustainability-Linked Finance 

framework, reducing carbon intensity by 50% by 2030.

• Had a positive impact on the investor interest and 

demand



Odfjell’s Sustainability-Linked Finance Framework
Key aspects of the Framework Odfjell’s environmental objectives

Zero-emission 

strategy

Climate neutral fleet

Cut greenhouse 

gas emissions

Odfjell is dedicated to pursuing a zero-emission 

strategy and will only order vessels with zero-

emission technology from 2030

From 2050

Reducing carbon intensity by 50% by 2030 

compared to 2008, calculated as Annual 

Efficiency ratio (AER)

Support initiatives for 

Zero emission

Actively support initiatives to develop 

technology and infrastructure for zero 

emissions and support international regulation 

to drive zero emission for our industry

• Reporting:

• Annual performance report: AER* performance versus SPT** Trajectory

• Verification: External party will review and verify the reported AER performance

• Fleet Transition Plan Review: External party will review and confirm that the plan 

of reaching 50% reduction in 2030 is possible and viable

• Second opinion:

• DNV-GL

• Possible to benchmark:

• Can be benchmarked against IMO’s target of reducing carbon intensity by at least 

40% by 2030 and 70% by 2050 (and absolute emissions by at least 50% by 2050)

• Target observation date:

• Annual performance report showing AER below SPT, with external Verification 

and

• Fleet Transition Plan Review confirming the plan is still possible and viable

*Otherwise, the repayment price will increase by 150bps

Historical/projected AER trajectory for the controlled fleet, indexed 

▪ Annual Efficiency Ratio

▪ ** Sustainability Performance Target
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Vestlandet: Green transition in the ferry sector (I)



Vestlandet: Green transition in the ferry sector (II) 
Collaboration across the value chain

Batterisystemer og 

hydrogen-

brenselceller

Systemleverandører/

integrasjon av 

energikilde og 

fremdrift, docking og 

lading

Skipsverft Operatører



Zero-emission pilot projects: Collaboration between all 
stakeholders required
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Regulatory authorities and classifications societies

Governments and Financial Institutions

G

Marine Fuel

producer

Bunker    

supplier
Vessel

operator
Cargo owner

Vessel owner

Chartering

broker

Freight

forwarder

Engine 

provider

Ship

builder

Fuel storage

system providers

Technology     

providers

Utility

provider 
Feedstock

suppliers

Consumers

Source: Energy Transition Commission 



Transition Light Green Medium Green Dark Green

Sustainability linked

How green is green enough?

“The EU’s Green Taxonomy and the Green Bond Standard are good starts, but 

they are binary. Mainstreaming sustainable investing will require a richer 

taxonomy – 50 shades of green”

- Mark Carney, Governor of the Bank of England




